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Opening Comments 

1. Must buy into team success 

2. Buy into winning 

3. Kobe diving on floor for Team U.S.A. 

4. Best player become the hardest worker with the best attitude then coaches job will be easy. 

5. Must believe in the system. 

6. Skill development every day; Kids just want to “play”. 

7. Must score if you’re going to win. 

8. Skill work has to be challenging and competitive. 

9. Compete against each other, themselves, and the clock. 

Ball-Handling 

1. Two-ball dribbling to half court 

2. Balls together/alternating 

3. Walking forward then backwards 

4. Go against a defender using two basketballs 

5. One ball with a defender riding/fouling him with a blocking pad 

6. 2 on 1 in a circle; trying to dribble through the defense, not really trying to steal the ball just applying 

tough pressure. Try to force a turnover. Can use a blocking pad. 

7. Dribble through cones; 1-inch dribble through cones with one hand (right) come back with the other 

(left). 

a. Can also dribble through cones using various moves such as a 1-2-cross over move 

b. Behind the back 

c. Through the legs 

d. In & out move 

8. Weak Hand Dribble Series 

a. Using weak hand only 

i. Cross-over (In & Out?) twice then pass with one hand (left). 

ii. Behind the back twice then pass with weak hand. 

iii. Around the world then pass 
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Shooting/Scoring 

1. Rope series; good for “Attack” offense. Can do this 2-0 or 3-0. Players drive the ball and move and 

re-space as if tied together on a rope. Coach will specify a certain number of passes or drives 

before a shot. 

2. 6 Shots in 22 Seconds 

a. Player will shoot 6 shots off of 6 areas specified by cones.  

b. Baseline on both sides 

c. Wings on both sides 

d. Top of the key on both sides; these shots will be off fade cuts. 

3. Make 10 3’s in 1 minute.  

a. 2 rebounders 

b. 1 shooter 

c. Can increase time as much as you want. Example: Make 100 3’s in 10 minutes. 

d. Great conditioner as well 

4. Make 5 at 5 spots 

a. 1 ½ minutes 

b. Must make 5 at each of 5 spots 

c. Corner, wing, top, wing, corner 

Specials  

1. “54” 

a. “Bigs” at the elbows 

b. Shooters at the corners 

c. 1  man drives to wing off a pick and roll screen off either big; big rolls to basket 

d. 1 positions at wing area; so you have 1 at wing, shooter in corner, and post on the block 

e. Other big moves over for a high low opportunity then he picks and pops with 1 man coming 

off his screen again. (Actually it is probably another pick and roll to the basket). Test it out. 

f. Shooters move up off drive.  

g. First post player moves out to corner and pushes shooter up to wing filling the 1 mans 

previous position. 

2. “55” 

a. “Bigs” at the elbows 

b. 1 man going from left to right, or right to left  

c. Pick and roll off first screen 

d. Pick and pop off second screen 
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e. 1 man has the option to drop ball to “roller” for shot, or pass to “popper” for shot (or High-

Low Play) 


